Leaders Ask Votes At Election Hearings

By ROBERT CORT

Representatives of the four political parties in Friday's MSG elections explained their platform forms and answered charges in a campus political discussion for freshmen in McClelland Hall last night.

The speakers were Leon Hymerling, chairman of Red and Blue; Bob Frabrikant, chairman of Action; Tom Lang, leader of Red and Blue, and Mike Callaway, second man on the Better Student slate.

Hymerling claimed that "Action was the first party to sponsor responsible student government at the University. We stand on our record of achievements." He mentioned the extension of library hours, last year's spring elections, and labelled Red and Blue an "inexperienced minority." He also complained that the "Howdy Doody" pamphlet had been circulated by the Action party. By endorsing the party's slate of candidates, he said, "the party will owe no allegiance to Action." He also called the spring weekend, run by the MSG, a "sincere and honest draft." Abbot stated that he would press next year's state legislation which would bring about Congressional reapportionment in line with the Supreme Court ruling referring to state legislatures.

Abbott Chairman

GIfford
Clics Change Communciation Chapman, they have no choice to vote for candidates and to move westerners and comites who are voting the public wants to see.

Seldes suggested that during a political convention networks divide time coverage among themselves and run regular programs in the interim, since it was shown that non-elections events captured over 60% of the television time.

"Social pressures make for or against technological development," Seldes asserted.

In the field of publishing:

(Continued on page 5)

Malaysian Ambassador Speaks Here Today

The Malaysian Ambassador to the United States and the National Association at 4:00 in Annex Auditorium.

Sponsored by the International Affairs Association, His Excellency Dato Ong Yoke Lim will speak of "The Future of Malaysia." The talk will be followed by a question and answer session.

Abbott Appoints Mitchell

Robert Fabrikant, chairman of Red and Blue, charged yesterday that Action party had directly violated MSG election laws by circulating a sheet entitled "Howdy Doody" through the Men's Dorms Tuesday evening.

"This circular," said Fabrikant, "represents a baltant violation of the newly formed election rules. Specifically, these are unsubstantiated and malicious charges which would necessarly mean that the Action Party would be disqualified from the election.

Steve Arons, president of MSG and member of action party, admitted that the "Howdy Doody" pamphlet had been circulated by Action. He commented, however, that "It should be obvious that the "Howdy Doody" sheet is a parody on the charges that Red and Blue and the other parties have been making all through the campaign.

"We hoped," he continued, "that by writing something of a satiflent nature we would put out everybody the absurdity of all these charges." He denied that the action of the MSG elections committee, com."
CAMPUS EVENTS

Official Announcements

Mr. John Byer of Colgate University will be in the Bishop White Room of Houston Hall on Monday, December 14, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. to discuss Colgate’s Secondary School Teaching Intern Program. Interested students may make appointments through the Office of Fellowship Information and Study Programs, 220 S. 38th Street, Ext. 6246.

University Agenda

- Fencing - Penn vs. Navy Saturday, December 12, 2 p.m. at the Hofheinz Gymnasium.
- The Pygmies present Handel’s Messiah with the USMMA and Rutgers Chorale, Dec. 12 at 8 p.m., University Museum.

Activity Notices

- 150 FOOTBALL - team picture today at 4 in front of Weightman Hall - jacket and tie.
- BRIDGE GAME - Tonight 7 p.m. in West Lounge. No class tonight.
- FRESHMEN WOMEN - All freshmen women invited to Christmas party at 7:15 p.m. in Houston Hall, Second Floor.

read this before you vote

unparalleled list of accomplishments 1963-1964

- van peit library hours extended
- exam file established in library
- visiting hours extended for women in McClelland Hall
- stratified dorm rents retained in upperclass dorms
- foreign students better integrated thru establishment of “people to people”
- used book exchange created
- exam schedule and list of instructors published before registration
- new student week expanded
- honor system evaluation and study
- book sales tax opposed
- houston hall store expanded and relocated.

is msg today a representative forum?

does msg effectively articulate the views of the penn student body?

has msg developed a base of support founded on respect and positive accomplishment?

if you agree with us that the answer to these questions is no you’ll agree that it’s time for a change.

make student government a voice that will be heard and an ear that will listen.

vote change

(advertisement)

Don’t lose your voice in government.

by staying away from the polls

action

(advertisement)
The Daily Pennsylvania

ON THE RECORD

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Whose Snowing Whom?

ALLYN B. BROOKS 46

For the past several months, the various parties contending for the 1964-65 Student Government offices have been distributing changes to the campus. A careful reading of the several platforms reveals a lack of unity among the students. The topics of the Action party platform are incoherent, and of little importance, and most of all, unimportant to the average student. The goals of the Change party platform are for the most part unreachable and already accomplished. The platform is nothing but a fabrication of a wildly overwrought mind, and in view of the manner in which the prosed is rendered - with arrobing logic, grammar, and spelling - such a sheet can only be considered a disrection to our campus, if not the human race.

Such campaign tactics discredit their proponents more than their targets. They reflect the destructive attitude which, above all else, has served to pin down the University of Pennsylvania. At the same time, talk of power politics utilizing the votes of unorganized student organizations to place pressure on students to vote one way or another has increased. We need not remind the University of Pennsylvania that it is the responsibility and interest of all the students to keep the university free. This free enterprise system of dormitory rents for freshmen, but says nothing about continuing the fight to keep graduated rents for seniors. The institution is the last word, with Action calling for the student body. The Change party is interested in getting the individual free and the free-friendliness of the that makes them the envy of all the other groups. Their appeal is not to the dramatic but to the individual mind - not the fraternity mind, the Independent mind.

Next, Change wants MSG to secure the library status for the freshmen. In this case, it is doubtful whether such an action would be within the jurisdic- tion of the Student Government, and in the second place, the library is no more a student body than the University of Pennsylvania is. This is the first plank of the platform, and it was instituted, hours were extended for females in the Freshman Commons, and fraternities tolerated the Freshman Commons is a horror. Social living is also difficult for the freshmen. They are housed in dormitories that have been maintained. However, the principle of fraternities is not kept. The foundation of fraternities is that makes them the envy of all the other groups. Their appeal is not to the dramatic but to the individual mind - not the fraternity mind, the Independent mind.

In the second place, it would be impossible to know that the foundation of fraternities is that makes them the envy of all the other groups. Their appeal is not to the dramatic but to the individual mind - not the fraternity mind, the Independent mind.

In so the case this year, and few will fight the version of this statement a few years it like last year? Well, it was worse, and the platform's platform which was a party that was never in power and they bet their second place on a party that was never in power. A byzantine 60 percent majority the freshman class is interested in getting graduated rents for seniors. The institution is the last word, with Action calling for the student body. The Change party is interested in getting the individual free and the free-friendliness of the that makes them the envy of all the other groups. Their appeal is not to the dramatic but to the individual mind - not the fraternity mind, the Independent mind.

The greater reservation about the Change party is that they are interested in getting the individual free and the free-friendliness of the that makes them the envy of all the other groups. Their appeal is not to the dramatic but to the individual mind - not the fraternity mind, the Independent mind.

The greater reservation about the Change party is that they are interested in getting the individual free and the free-friendliness of the that makes them the envy of all the other groups. Their appeal is not to the dramatic but to the individual mind - not the fraternity mind, the Independent mind.

The greater reservation about the Change party is that they are interested in getting the individual free and the free-friendliness of the that makes them the envy of all the other groups. Their appeal is not to the dramatic but to the individual mind - not the fraternity mind, the Independent mind.
Governor's Conference

No matter the principle or the method by which it is approached, the principle itself is the same. They have forfeited any election and are standing in the way of the government. According to the political maneuvering, there is no violation. The White Paper seems to me to be a total joke out of the entire system. The Attorney General interpreted "as chairman of the elections committee, I would say that there is no violation. The..." He said that "any political party or candidate charged with unexactitude, and malicious charges concerning the conduct of any other party or candidate shall be brought before the MSU Judiciary." "If a candidate or party is found guilty of making such charges before an election," continues the law, "the court will decide whether the guilty party or candidate will be barred from office, allowing the other candidates or parties to fill the vacated seats; or to invalidate the election." 

FABRAKANT

(Continued on page 6)

How much foam should there be?

You'll hear some people say there shouldn't be any head at all. They say phooey on the foam...where's the beer? They shouldn't. Not when it's Budweiser, anyway.

Budweiser is brewed so that it will kick up a healthy head of foam. We go to a lot of trouble to let Budweiser create its own tiny bubbles, rather than pumping them in. Natural carbonation and our exclusive Beechwood aging are two things we just won't get modern about. It takes a lot longer this way, and costs more money. (In fact, it's our arguments.)

So pour your Budweiser with about an inch-and-a-half collar of foam. Two inches if it's a tall glass. Watch those bubbles gather...then taste. (That's what we tell our merchandising people when we start fussing about the high cost of bubbles and beechwood. And he just smiles and swallows his arguments.)

Budweiser that Bud...that's beer!
Doubting Thomas?

HOPEFUL AGNOSTIC?

Christianity has more to offer than hope, it has positive proof in the form of a MIRACLE which was foretold, described and is intensely personal. Ask the Religious leaders or send me a card marked ESP-17. My reply is free, non-Denominational. Christian. Maryn W. Hart, Box 13, Glen Ridge, N. 1. 07028 (USA).

We the undersigned women of the University of Pennsylvania feel that the only way for the undergraduate community to obtain a strong COED government in the future is to elect the RED and BLUE SLATE tomorrow:

Ann Ballard  Nancy Hudson  Marti Schwartz
Nancy Blatt  Sandy Hyde  Reid Stevens
Judy Blumberg  Sandy McArthur  Squeak Stevens
Pam Briggs  Julie Morris  Sue Swoll
Pam Burke  Barbara Orlando  Peggy Tyson
Judy Davenport  Ann Pfeiffer  MaryAnn Urban
Judy Earl  Julie Reigeluth  Suzette Waters
Nancy Fleming  Karen Richardson  Ginny Webster
Anne Gisburne  Mary Rue  Toby Wildstein
Bobbie Heumeny  Molly Rush  Quennie Zettler

SOS Gives Leaflets To Univ. Senate

Thirty members of the executive board of the SOS Committee distributed leaflets to Faculty and Administration personnel attending a University Senate meeting on the Development Plan at Annenberg Tuesday.

Over a hundred Faculty members took the literature, many expressing concern and sympathy with the SOS movement. President Harnwell reportedly was among the Administration representatives who accepted a copy for the mimeographed statement. A number of the SOS members carried placards calling for a review of the Fine Arts Building Project. A sign was posted in College Hall declaring, "Ideas need open space to grow in."

The sign is in easy view from the President's office. Workmen at the walkway construction site reportedly cheered demonstrators as they passed the area Tuesday morning.

The SOS breadside claimed that "control of the planning process is in the hands of a virtual oligarchy." It declared that President Harnwell has failed to reply in any way to the numerous letters and petitions sent to him since the open letter to the University, which appeared in the Daily Pennsylvanian last month.

The letter attached "passing the blame onto sources of funds...What is this mysterious entity, "the University", if not the sum of its parts?...yet how many of the component groups have any voice in its planning?"

Previous allegations of deception on the part of the Administration were re-called along with a denunciation of "creeping urbanization, and sameness of architecture."

SOS leaders have explained that "activity will continue at various levels" during the Christmas break in the attempt to block the construction of the Fine Arts Building.

Auto Victim Satisfactory

Patricia Lewis, a freshman at the University, is in satisfactory condition in Student Health with injuries suffered when she was struck by a car at a crosswalk last night. Miss Levin suffered a facial fracture and a broken leg.

After the accident the girl was taken by police to the Philadelphia General Hospital, where she was transferred to the University at about 11 p.m.

Seldes

(Continued from page 1)

firms are forced to produce masses of paperbacks and textbooks, since these make the greatest profits.

Television responds with an increasing number of stations. The existence of a large number of stations means that quality will be a consequence of competition," Seldes stated. Although a new educational station may enter the competition, other networks are not going to rush into changing their programs.

Seldes concluded that radio managed to raise the level of its audience with good music and foreign language stations, but declined to conjecture on the kind of audience television will proceed to create.

Merry Widow Opens Monday

Seats are on sale at the Forrest Theatre for Franz Lehár's famous operaetta, "The Merry Widow," which will play a two-week engagement beginning Monday, December 14.

Patrice Munsel and Bob Wright are starred as Sonia and Prince Danilo in this sumptuous production of one of the most famous shows in theatre history. In its present incarnation presented by the Music Theatre of New York's Lincoln Center, one which Richard Rodgers presides as President and producing director. "The Merry Widow" broke every existing Broadway box-office record during the five week run in New York, with its highest weekly gross reaching the amazing sum of $98,400.

Supporting Miss Munsel are Mr. Wright are such well-known players as Mischa Auer, St. Arnaud, Franks Ferretta, Joan Wolfson, Joseph Lenoir, Wood Room and Robert Goss.

The Music Theatre, now in its first season is already a major theatrical organization. For this year it is a non-profit bastion and intend to preserve and revive the musical treasures yesterday and today, cast the with care, mount them with richness.

"The Merry Widow" was first produced in 1907, and has been beloved by millions for over fifty years. It is billed "Villa for Nancy costumes. Never has been revived more splendidly.

CHURCH OF THE SAVIOUR
86th and Locust St. Philadelphia
SUNDAY SERVICES
8:00, 9:00, 11 A.M. Coffee 9:30-School 10- Nursery 11

After the service...12:30 Communion

(Advertisement)
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groups will return to Penn the
unity and respect which the Ac-
tion, Change and Better Student
parties cannot."

Callaway, who replaced party
head Tom Kennedy who was at-
tending a football banquet, called
the Better Student party "the only
truly representative party on
campus. Action people are no-
bodies, Red and Blue members
are just fraternity men, and
Change, we don't know what they
are."

After listing the qualifications
of his party slate, Callaway stated
that the major issue that Better
Student would fight for is "the
creation of a student-admin-
istration planning commission to
inform the undergraduates what
the University has planned, and to
tell the University what the stu-
dents would like."

The discussion, which was
sponsored by the MRB, was di-
rected by Mr. Cecil J. Burnett
of the Political Science De-
partment. Approximately fifty
people attended.

Counsellors

College Juniors or Higher

Large, well-established co-
educational camps with a fine
Jewish cultural program,
80 miles from New York City,

Good Salaries
Pleasant working conditions
Mature staff associations

WRITE

CEJWIN CAMPS
31 Union Square West,
New York, New York

PENN PHARMACY
3607 Walnut St.
Open till 10 P.M.
Checks Cashed

MAKE YOUR
CHRISTMAS
RESERVATIONS NOW!
Penn Towne Travel, Inc.
411 S. 40th St.
Specialists In Group Travel Telephone BA 2-7670

"One of the funniest evenings in town."
TED DANSON, N.Y. TIMES
"Fantastically droll British bedroom farce." TIME MAGAZINE

by ANN JELLIICOE
Just published as a DELTA BOOK... $1.75

Chap Stick’ goes along!
"When I get a break from the tournament tour," says this leading golf pro, "I love to go up north to hunt. But the change in climate sure raises
cain with my lips. They used to get annoyingly dry—even cracked. Then our guide tipped me off to
'Chap Stick.' It makes sore lips feel good instantly,
helps heal them fast. Now whether I'm out with
my 12-gauge or my 5 iron, I carry 'Chap Stick'."

DON'T LET DRY, SORE LIPS SPOIL YOUR FUN—WHEREVER YOU GO, GO WITH 'CHAP STICK'

Now At Houston Hall

The International Affairs Association presents
The Ambassador from Malaysia:
His Excellency Dato 'Ong Yoke Lin on
"THE FUTURE OF MALAYSIA"

Thursday, Dec.10, 4PM, Annenberg
Auditorium
All welcome

"When Bob Goalby
goes hunting..."

'Chap Stick' is used by the U.S. Olympic Team. The lip balm selected for use by the
U.S. Olympic Team.

DON'T LET DRY, SORE LIPS SPOIL YOUR FUN—WHEREVER YOU GO, GO WITH 'CHAP STICK'
OMSG, WSGA Sponsor Book Sale To Be Held During the Month of January

Preparations are now being made for an MSG-WSGA sponsored book sale to be held during the month of January.

Students interested in selling their used books should bring their books to the University Bookstore, place them on display, and register with the university. As an added incentive, the bookstore will pay $0.40 for each book sold. The sale will begin on January 5th, and the proceeds from the sale will go to the student body. Students interested in selling their books should contact the bookstore for more information.

Wade

(Continued from page 1)

Shorty after this interview, the Diony commits to the rule that once a slave has been approved by a party convention it has been formally submited to the Committee, the party cannot remove representatives. The Speaker explained that the removal of a candidate could be "politically motivated." The Speaker stated that since the actions were permissible, a party could not be eliminated, and an individual person withdrew, leaving only twenty-six names on the ballot. In response to the ruling, Wade made it clear that he wished to be associated with the Action Party, although his name will remain on the ticket.

Univ. Gets $545 Million

For Social Values Study

The University has received a total of $545,000 in grants to initiate a five-year cross-cultural study of the social values of millions of people in several countries and to make decisions whose effects will be felt worldwide.

The largest grant, $400,000 from the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, is to be used to determine the taste of the number of countries involved in the study. The cultural affairs Division of the U.S. State Department has made available $500,000 in grants to support the study. The grant will be divided among four major centers, each of which will be responsible for the study.

Dr. Robert E. Jacob, professor of political science and director of the University's Program of International Cooperation and Development, will direct the study. The study aims to better understand the social values and political behavior of people in different countries. By studying these values, we can better understand the political and social development of different countries.

Mr. Thomson….please!

Please tell me how you manage to make me look so great on campus. The only thing I can't pass now is a crowd of boys. Those vertical stretch pants follow the sleek line of most resistance. And guarantee the least tightness on campus. Then, total recovery (only the pants, Mr. Thomson, not the boys). The refashioning of a proportioned stretch pants is second only to the reflex action of that Psych major I've had my eye on. And the fit? Mr. Thomson, please, how did you get them to fit so well? I adore you, Mr. Thomson!
Quakers Beat Delaware, 77-34 At Palestra
Kozloff Sets Record As Swimmers Win

By LARRY KRONH

Lex Kozloff, Jay Eberhardt and Kurt Kendle with two victories apiece enabled the Quaker men's team to beat West Chester State 63-32 yesterday. The win was the first this season for the Red and Blue who took eight places in the meet at the Hutchinson pool.

Co-captain Kozloff continued to smash records. His winning time in the 50 yard freestyle and 22.9 seconds good enough for a school record. He won the 100 yard freestyle in 50.7. The Hutchinson pool record for the Quakers is 50.6. Kozloff swam a 50.6 in a Yale Saturday and that time stands as the school mark. Koz-
fell is still under consideration. Kozloff broke the 100 yard medley relay in 49.4. He swam the butterfly leg in that event.

Kurt Kendle's two victories came in the 200 yard freestyle, the first time he has won this event this season, and in the 500 yard freestyle. His time in the 200 was 1:57.8 and in the 500, 5:37.0.

Tom Lang won his first race this year by swimming the 200 yard butterfly in 2:30.0. He also swam the butterfly leg of the 400 yard medley relay in which Penn was victorious. Peter Borchart took second places behind Koz-loff in the 50 and 100 yard freestyle- style sprints. Bob Kroll in the 100 yard medley, and Ken Davidson in the backstroke, and Bruce Eddy in the breaststroke each took one. Also Tom Northrup and Dan Green had two victories each.

Penn finally entered a diver. Pete Van Kessel who did his practice time while on the football squad, fulfilled the preception and showed it by taking the second place in the diving event. The Quakers hope that Tony Es-posito will be sufficiently heated to compete on the Villanova diving boards in Saturday's away clash with the Wildcats.

Swimmers also Victorious

Kozloff is not the only Penn swimmer breaking records these days. Chuck Wigo broke two Quaker records in leading the freshmen to a dual victory over the West Chester yearlings.

Wigo's record breaking times were 2:09.4 in the 200 yard in- dividual medley and 2:05.6 in the 200 yard backstroke. He broke the same in the breaststroke.

Tom Clarke selected

Tom Clarke, a 6'-3, 220-pound junior from Ridgewood, N.J., has been elected captain of the Dart- mouth football team for 1964.

The 20-year-old prep-school student, who sat out the last four games of the season with a broken ankle, nonetheless caught five passes and averaged 21.5 yards a grab, best on the team. His main claim to fame last occurred when Clarke carried three Harvard players the last five yards to score. Clarke's record of 4:16.0 in the 400 yard run is the best on the squad. He broke the 100 yard freestyle and 22.9 seconds good enough for a school record. He won the 100 yard freestyle in 50.7. The Hutchinson pool record for the Quakers is 50.6. Kozloff swam a 50.6 in a Yale Saturday and that time stands as the school mark. Koz-fell is still under consideration. Kozloff broke the 100 yard medley relay in 49.4. He swam the butterfly leg in that event.

Kurt Kendle's two victories came in the 200 yard freestyle, the first time he has won this event this season, and in the 500 yard freestyle. His time in the 200 was 1:57.8 and in the 500, 5:37.0.

Tom Lang won his first race this year by swimming the 200 yard butterfly in 2:30.0. He also swam the butterfly leg of the 400 yard medley relay in which Penn was victorious. Peter Borchart took second places behind Koz-loff in the 50 and 100 yard freestyle- style sprints. Bob Kroll in the 100 yard medley, and Ken Davidson in the backstroke, and Bruce Eddy in the breaststroke each took one. Also Tom Northrop and Dan Green had two victories each.

Penn finally entered a diver. Pete Van Kessel who did his practice time while on the football squad, fulfilled the preception and showed it by taking the second place in the diving event. The Quakers hope that Tony Es-posito will be sufficiently heated to compete on the Villanova diving boards in Saturday's away clash with the Wildcats.

Freshmen Also Victorious

Kozloff is not the only Penn swimmer breaking records these days. Chuck Wigo broke two Quaker records in leading the freshmen to a dual victory over the West Chester yearlings. Wigo's record breaking times were 2:09.4 in the 200 yard in- dividual medley and 2:05.6 in the 200 yard backstroke. He broke the same in the breaststroke.

Tom Clarke selected

Tom Clarke, a 6'-3, 220-pound junior from Ridgewood, N.J., has been elected captain of the Dart- mouth football team for 1964.

The 20-year-old prep-school student, who sat out the last four games of the season with a broken ankle, nonetheless caught five passes and averaged 21.5 yards a grab, best on the team. His main claim to fame last occurred when Clarke carried three Harvard players the last five yards to score. Clarke's record of 4:16.0 in the 400 yard run is the best on the squad. He broke the 100 yard freestyle and 22.9 seconds good enough for a school record. He won the 100 yard freestyle in 50.7. The Hutchinson pool record for the Quakers is 50.6. Kozloff swam a 50.6 in a Yale Saturday and that time stands as the school mark. Koz-